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"C:\Program Files\R-Tek\Netview Tools" and then run installer again This invention relates to a process of preparing a high melting point PFA copolymer.

Such polymers are well known and have excellent barrier properties, but suffer from the disadvantages of high cost, coloration, and low impact resistance.
Thermoplastic polymers prepared from alkylene oxide polymers such as PFA are generally lower in cost and lower in coloration than polyolefins, and are
often regarded as environmentally acceptable. Moreover, the impact resistance of alkylene oxide polymers, however, is generally low and requires the

addition of impact modifiers. PFA impact polymers are described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,941,966; 3,200,017; 3,361,851; 3,331,787; and 4,427,836. The polymers
of these patents are generally prepared by the polymerization of perfluoroethylene and perfluoroolefin monomers in the presence of a polymerization
catalyst to form a polymer having the structure: ##STR2## where M can be hydrogen or a metal. These polymers are hydrophobic and are not melt

processable. They must be dissolved in a suitable solvent, such as a perfluorocarbon, and solution processed to form articles such as films and fabrics. The
art has also described the preparation of copolymers from perfluoroethylene and fluorinated propylene oxide in which the polyoxyalkylene unit is a tri-fluoro-

oxypropylene
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“If you want to see the future of America, make sure you see us on TV.” Those were the words of 60-year-old truck driver Kelvin Chester to the American
public at a political rally in Atlanta, Georgia this past weekend. Chester had been one of the first people to respond in a negative way to the images of
violence perpetrated by the BLM as a protest against Trump during a speech by Trump on Friday. The BLM is considered the largest group of violent

anarchists that have hit the streets of America in years. Chester’s logic was correct, and it made complete sense. We’ve seen the future of America’s future
(or at least the Trump future) on TV for years. When the Left began speaking about violence at Trump rallies, they meant to threaten an end to Trump’s

campaign and the rule of law itself. They either don’t care about the massive crowd of people Trump is drawing or they don’t care about our country. When
the Left started talking about violence at Trump rallies, they meant to destroy America’s rule of law and constitution. They either don’t care about the

massive crowd of people Trump is drawing, or they don’t care about our country. Flash forward one year later, and we have seen that happen. In the past
year, a lot of violent protests have taken place at Trump rallies. Some were fought during the rally while others were planned before Trump took to the

stage. The violence against Trump at his rallies has been sufficient to derail his campaign, while the opposition has said little in response. And so, as they
did one year ago, the media and the Democrats are insisting that Trump’s rallies be ended. They can no longer watch his rallies, and he has to go “off
script.” Of course, this is not what Trump wanted. Remember when Trump was attacking Jeb Bush for saying that he was going to cut off pay to some

federal workers? Trump said he should be able to do that himself. But the media and the Democrats said that that was against the law. Of course, that law
was never in place. It was created, and later taken down, by President Obama. It is very telling that as Barack Obama and Democrats have imploded over
the last several years, they have become more obsessed with their illegal actions, and fewer stories have hit the airwaves of anything else. 6d1f23a050
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